
Research Project Development &

Proposal Writing Services

Your collaborative research and innovation partners

Our Service

At MODUS, we take a leading role in the development of a proposal and provide a

central point of coordination to the entire process. Our expert proposal writers take a

strategic approach based on our extensive experience and large network of leading

European researchers. We know what makes a proposal succeed and understand how

to meet the call topic specific criteria and how to conform to all the rules for

participation; meaning we can construct a balanced consortium capable of delivering

the promised results. 

Developing a proposal submission can be both enormously challenging and

rewarding: what we bring to the process is a critical eye, sense of urgency and

commitment to do the hard and detailed planning work that underpins every

successful submission.

What we will do for you

Planning and Coordination:                   

Establishing development timelines,

schedule, resources and budget.

Setting up shared repository and

communication tools.

Providing central point of

coordination for the entire proposal

development process

Administration of submission process

on the funding and tenders portal 

Concept development:

Clarifying the scientific and

technical objectives.

Concept assessment and

feasibility 

Consortium building:

GAP Analysis 

Access to extensive researcher

network

Partner search and initial contacts

Cost
We are proud of the fact that proposals supported by MODUS have a greater chance of

being accepted than the average. That is why we choose a risk sharing success fee-

based model with a small upfront commitment fee for our services.

Want to find out more?

If you would like to know more about our Proposal Writing services, please do not

hesitate to contact one of our experienced Proposal Writers who will be happy to offer

further information and guidance: info@modus.ltd
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